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America in Iraq: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly by A. R. Nasser is a historical, political, and social

analysis of the Iraqi conflict, written by an Iraqi-American who lived the war for three years.America

in Iraq: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly by A. R. Nasser explores the powder keg situation in Iraq

from the unique and humane perspective of an Iraqi-American who loves both of his countries.

Written in clear laymanâ€™s prose, America in Iraq presents the Iraq situation the way it was, and

the way it should be. Inspired by the American soldiers who worked hard to make this mission a

success and the Iraqi people who gave their lives for a better future, Nasser gives historical

background for this terrible war, and explores it with tact and understanding. Thoroughly researched

and filled with the authorâ€™s firsthand you-are-there stories, America in Iraq: The Good, the Bad

and the Ugly should be required reading for anyone interested in global politics.Iraq is â€œa lab test

where the Iraqis are the miceâ€• says author A. R. Nasser in his provocative and informative book,

America in Iraq: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly. Nasser lived in Iraq during the brutal days of

Saddam Hussein, and was jailed and tortured for political reasons. Migrating to the United States,

he became a noted advisor to military and civilian organizations. In America in Iraq: The Good, the

Bad and the Ugly, Nasser attempts to explore and explain this devastating war.In clear, purposeful

prose, Nasser gives a historical background for the Iraqi conflict, and details the government,

geography, and history of Iraq as he knows it. Thoroughly researched, America in Iraq: The Good,

the Bad and the Ugly is also a deeply personal story. Nasser has filled his book with real stories

from real people, including both Iraqi and American soldiers, business people, politicians, and

ordinary citizens, and he includes an in-depth analysis of the conflict which is fair to both his native

Iraq and to his adopted country of America. Freedom, says Nasser, is the most important by-product

of the conflict, and we should never stop trying until it is achieved.Only by understanding all sides of

the conflict, suggests Nasser, can peace be achieved and sustained. This is a tremendous book for

anyone involved in politics, or for anyone who really wants to explore the Iraqi conflict in detail.

Concise and full of factual information, hence America in Iraq: The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

should be required reading for any concerned American.
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I have had the privialage to read this book recently, This book is really unique in its style and

contents, i have read many books about the Iraq war conflict, but non of them was so truthful and so

humane and right to the point like this one. it is simply amazing, when you read the facts from an

Iraqi-american point of view. And this is not any Iraqi American, this is A. R. Nasser although here

he is using a pen name for personal safety reasons. one of the things that I enjoyed so much while

reading this book is the extensive and detailed knoweledge of A. R. Nasser about Iraq's history, and

about islamic history. After finishing reading this book i feel that i have tons of knowledge about Iraq,

Arab world, Islamic history, and the American involvement in the Iraq conflict. i was really happy for

having read this book. I just can not wait for his next book, i have heard that it will be a novel that

many production companies are already competing to acquire the full rights to make it a film. I think

that no one will perfectly tells the Iraq and America story better than A. R. Nasser, i really loved the

section of the photoes, because it completed the picture in my mind when i was reading it. and if

there were more than 5 stars i wouldnt hesitate to give them to this book at all. i hope that you will

enjoy it like i did. and by the way i have a kindle and the book is available for kindle toocheers
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